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2009-10 A N N U A L R E P O R T

Support for the Hardy Gallery has been provided in part by a grant from the Wisconsin Arts Board with funds from the State of Wisconsin and the National Endowment for the
Arts. Additional funds in support of the Marketing and Community Relations Director position have been provided in part by a grant from the Wisconsin Arts Board, made
possible by an award from the National Endowment for the Arts with funds from the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act.
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LET TER FROM THE DIRECTOR

I

am eager to personally share with you news that 2010 was one of many achievements for the Hardy Gallery, an organization that
continues to foster and support our vibrant visual art community here in the cultural Mecca that is Door County.
I take great pride – as should you – with the information contained in the pages of this year’s report. The
successes outlined stand as affirmation of your commitment to our mission and are a reality due in no
small part to your dedication along with a creative, dynamic and hardworking board of directors, staff and
the generosity of our volunteers, docents, committee members, business partners and, at the core of our
operations, our local artists.
With the launch of a new Door County Arts Map in May of 2010, a publication dedicated to the promotion of
our visual art community, we are bringing a fresh addition to the Door County cultural landscape – celebrating
the galleries, studios, creative spaces, organizations and businesses that abound, enriching our lives.
Recognizing the void that was left after the original arts map ceased publication in 2007, this project is,
without question, seamlessly aligned with our mission and provides new opportunity for growth.

Another milestone this year was the unveiling of our first-ever self-published book, The Community
Mosaic Project: Complete Artworks 2008-2009 in August. The book chronicles the history of our unique
and compelling community outreach project that has caught the attention of artists, art educators and arts
administrators both locally and nationally. This list includes California, Illinois, Iowa, North Carolina and many here in our great
state of Wisconsin. I have personally communicated with many of the inspired individuals and heard their unique stories, trials and
tribulations of bringing the project to their communities. “The book is incredible,” one patron noted. Indeed it is as are the artwork
and writings contained in it. We thank all of the project participants – your creativity has brought the project and subsequent book
to life! We are eagerly anticipating the launch of the fourth year of our “Community Mosaic Project,” which is set to kick-off in April
of 2011.
While each year presents new financial opportunities and
challenges, careful monitoring and prudent management
by our board of directors has and continues to play a
vital role in the Hardy Gallery’s successes. Lest we
not forget the position of the organization at this time in
2008 and the resulting positive growth we’ve seen over
the two-year span. The economic crisis, coupled with
significant organizational change, were difficult challenges
we faced. This provided cause to carefully examine our
operations and revealed the importance and need for
effective strategic planning. In January of 2011, the board
of directors will convene to conduct a careful internal
audit and ensure our organization’s viability into the
future with the development of a new plan for the coming
3 years. 2012 will be an important year for us – we
will commemorate 50 years of operations in our iconic,
graffiti-covered warehouse on Ephraim’s Anderson Dock.
It is a very exciting time to be at the helm of this great
organization and I enthusiastically look forward to working
with the board to begin writing the next chapter of the
Hardy’s history. I know that a vibrant future awaits us.

FISCAL YEAR ENDING OCTOBER

31, 2010

REVENUES
Unrestricted Contributions
Grants and Sponsorships
Earned Income
Investments
TOTA L R E V E N U E S

$ 44,452
37,502
46,235
8,309
136,498

EXPENSES
Personnel
Programming
Administrative
Development
TOTA L E X P E N S E S

NET ASSETS, END OF YEAR

$70,106
31,917
19,217
7,124
128,364

$8,134

ASSETS

In closing, I extend my deepest gratitude to all who are
connected and involved with the Hardy Gallery. To all our
donors, you continue to help deepen our lives through
art, making possible the exhibits, community outreach
programs and events we present. Thank you. Your
continued investment in the Hardy is greatly appreciated.

Current Assets
Other Assets
TOTA L A S S E T S

$ 40,229
97,304
137,532

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
Current Liabilities
Net Assets
TOTA L L I A B I L I T I E S A N D N E T A S S E T S

Elizabeth Meissner-Gigstead
Executive Director
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$ 2,301
135,231
137,532
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Letter from the President

T H E Y E A R AT A G L A N C E

O

n behalf of the Board of Directors,
I’m delighted to share with you, our
supporters, an overview of the Hardy’s
48th Season!

community sponsors, one silent sponsor, one underwriting
sponsor (Wisconsin Public Radio) and was funded in-part by a
grant from the Peninsula Arts Association and the Wisconsin Arts
Board with funds from the State of Wisconsin and the National
Endowment for the Arts. 40,000 maps were printed and literally
flew off shelves. The Hardy has been complemented by gallery
owners, artists, and art appreciators alike for this easy-to-use,
functional and inviting map.

By all measures it was a banner year
for the organization. The expanded and
re-energized board worked diligently with
our dedicated staff and volunteers to
formulate and realize a season packed
full of compelling exhibits, events and
fundraisers.

• In April 2010, we signed off on
our first-ever self published
book, The Community Mosaic
Project: Complete Artworks,
2008-2009. The book,
which includes a forward by
Mosaic Project participant
and celebrated Door County
the history
hist
stor
tory
y and
and process
proc
pr
oces
ess
s
artist Charles L. Peterson, detailss the
of the Community Mosaic Project, one of the Hardy’s most
recognizable outreach projects. 1,500 books were delivered to
the gallery in August 2010, just in time for a
book-signing celebration. As a fundraiser
for the Hardy in 2010, 1,500 books were
ordered, and sales have been steady since
their arrival. A short article was written by
Sara Baker in AmericanStyle Magazine
(a national magazine highlighting the best
in the United States art and craft scene).
This bit of national press is a huge boost
to our small non-profit organization!

• Our docent program is thriving! This spring we launched
a new Volunteer Resource Committee to oversee all
volunteer operations with a specific emphasis on our docent
program. Efforts were concentrated on streamlining our
existing docent operations with the creation of a new 25page docent training and resource manual, assistance with
scheduling, and the planning and implementation of training
sessions. We welcomed 7 new docents (a 21.2% increase
over 2009) this year alone and have seen steady attendance
and participation at trainings and service at the gallery.
• Fiscal responsibility continues to be at the forefront of our
minds during these very difficult and challenging economic
times. We’ve continued in our efforts to diversify our
income sources and have sought out granting agencies
to support our programming. Last year we received
$13,252 from 6 different granting agencies to support
initiatives such as ETC, 2010 Arts Map, Art Camp, etc.
• Progress continues with regard to building a strong, diverse
and effective Board of Directors. We now have nine active
members, an increase of 22.2% over year end 2009.

• This summer, the Hardy and the
Peninsula Pulse newspaper collaborated
on an arts feature called “An Artist, An Influence.” The feature
lets Door County artists speak to who has influenced their work
as an artist and a photo or two usually accompanies the article.
20 artists participated in the “An Artist, An Influence” feature
over the course of the 2010 summer season, which means
added exposure for their art and their respective galleries.

• On September 3, the Hardy debuted Dimension in Door
County: Form Transcending Function. This exhibit
highlighted the work of 18 Door and Kewaunee county
sculptors and craftsmen, focusing on different technical
aspects of the creation of the work and the artists’ creative
processes. This exhibit was a welcome selection of
original work exploring form and was the first solely threedimensional exhibition in recent Hardy Gallery history.

• The Hardy was the recipient of a Google Grant through
Google.com, the online search engine. To this date, Google
has given grants out to only 4,000 non-profit organizations
in the United States for free advertising through Google.
com. The amount awarded to an organization varies
(because the grant monies are based on pay-per-click online
advertising), but usually work out to about $3,600/year.

• In an all-school assembly held on February 24, 2010 at the
Door Community Auditorium, Gibraltar High School students
presented artwork created in the ETC (Exposure to Creativity)
09-10 program to the Door County Chapter of Habitat for
Humanity as part of FOG’s “Service Learning” theme for the
year. Executive Director Rick Nelson stated, “We were very
satisfied with the artwork that our partners received through
our collaboration. Many people had positive things to say
both about the quality of the artwork and the broader concept
of artists supporting the low income people that we serve.”

In closing, I especially want to praise our unparalleled Executive
Director, Elizabeth Meissner-Gigstead, for her creative energy,
professional talent and unflappable good humor. We are
fortunate indeed to have the perfect combination of staff,
board members, volunteers and donors (yes, you, readers!)
all committed to continuing the Hardy’s mission to enrich the
vibrancy of the Door County community by supporting and
promoting our local visual art community.

• With the most fortunate addition of Melissa Ripp to our staff,
a heralded new Door County Arts Map was launched and
proved an invaluable aid in promoting Door County’s visual
arts and artists. This was launched In October 2009 and fits
seamlessly into the express mission of the Hardy Gallery
— to promote and foster Door County’s visual arts and
artists. The map includes representation of eighty galleries
and studios from both Door & Kewaunee Counties, seven

Thank you for your continued support!

Margaret S. Lott
Past Interim President
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2009-2010 In Review

COMMUNITY MOSAIC PROJECT

Outdoor play activities were a welcome departure
from indoor work projects under the direction of Kalen Keir,
who spent his summer in Door County after his second session
of exploration with the Margolis Method Center, an intensive
ongoing workshop for physical theatre in New York.
Kalen facilitated this part of the camp through a variety
of theatrical ‘games,’ derived both from his exploration of theatre
for social justice and from ideas that emerged within the class
time. To give some examples, one of these games utilized the
animal masks the students had made in the earlier project to
physically and aurally embody each of the individual creatures,
whereas another task asked them to share “ouch stories,”
recreating the moment of a past injury in pairs and performing
it for the group. In this way, the children were challenged to
use both their imagination and their sensory memory to create
different kinds of stories, and to share the experience in a safe
common space.
Art Camp is an annual two-week, arts-focused program
component of Gibraltar’s Migrant Education Program (Fish
Creek) that aims to provide migratory students with opportunities
to engage in the arts and encouragement to explore their
personal creativity, thereby furthering intellectual development,
personal growth and an expanded understanding of the world in
which they live.

The 3rd annual Community
Mosaic Project was
unveiled on July 23 to an
eager audience! 325 6-inch
by 6-inch canvases were
created all total by artists
and community members
of all ages and abilities.
The canvases were then
constructed into a colorful
mosaic (pictured, above),
which hung concurrently with the 2010 Collection Invitational
exhibit. Each year, throughout the duration of the exhibit, the
general public has the opportunity to purchase the artworks
by picking a number at random for $25 each. The number
corresponding to the numbered artworks are packaged and
mailed directly to patrons. Thank you everyone who supported
this outreach project and fundraiser - it generated more than
$7,500! Many thanks to the Artists Guild, LLC in Sturgeon Bay
for sponsoring the project this year. Be sure to watch your
e-mail inboxes and local papers - the project will make a return
in 2011 with information to be disseminated early this coming
spring.

ETC

ART CAMP

(EXPOSURE

TO C R E AT I V I T Y )

For many Door County high school students, the rich and
textured art community that exists on the peninsula is a bit
unknown. Recognizing this, the Exposure to Creativity (ETC)
program was created in 2007 as a means to provide youth, ages
14-18 years, with access to the ample, diverse and creative
resources that abound in our art community and is provided at a
time – during the school day and year – when the students are in
school and not working full or part-time jobs.
The ETC program consists of two components – two
half-day, hands-on creative workshops that every Gibraltar High
School student participates in (as well as any interested homeschooled students); and, for those who accept the opportunity, a
mentor program in the months following the workshops. These
mentorships provide encouragement, support, and in-depth
training by artists and creative professionals in an arts field of
each students’ choice.
The hands-on ETC workshops replaced Gibraltar High
School’s regular curriculum on two separate days – October 27
and Nov. 17, 2009. In total, 34 workshops were provided to all
GHS students on campus,
at artists’ facilities as well as
the Peninsula School of Art
campus. The mentor program,
which utilized local artists and
creative professionals, were
held from February through
May 2010. 11 students worked
with four artist mentors for a
total of 85 combined hours
Elizabeth Meissner-Gigstead & Rick
of mentoring in small group
Nelson, Habitat for Humanity Executive
sessions dedicated to one
Director pictured with Habitat partner
particular field of study. The
and artwork recipient Jennifer Kivell.
Not pictured: Kelsie Marsh. Jennifer and
program is co-sponsored by
Kelsey received artwork created by GHS
the Hardy Gallery and the
students as part of the Exposure to CreFriends of Gibraltar (FOG)
ativity (ETC) program in conjunction
with additional financial and
with FOG’s “Service Learning” theme.
in-kind support from Gibraltar
High School.

The Hardy’s annual Art Camp program took place from July
13 - 29, 2010 with 13 participants ranging in age from 6 to 14
years (the broadest spectrum to date).
This year’s projects were designed to balance process
with thought and creativity. A component of movement was
added to spark imagination, spontaneity and self-confidence
and wherever possible program staff attempted to correlate
subject matter with the academic focus of the Summer Migrant
Program, therefore enhancing both curriculums.
Projects included dimensional masks made of mat
board, painted and embellished to depict an animal of the
student’s choosing. To introduce color mixing student’s made
color wheels on paper plates (the animal environment was
painted on the second plate, and the two were joined and filled
with sound-making matter (beans, rice, bottle caps). Wherever
possible simple, inexpensive materials as well as found and
recycled items were used.
Students also created simple monotypes made with
styrofoam plates. By layering primary paint colors, secondary
colors were created to illustrate color mixing principles. The
students were prompted to use as image sources symbols that
related to places they live part of the year along with ones from
Door County. Soft cut stamps were made to enhance thought
p
process regarding positive
a
and negative shapes. The
sstudents also were introduced
tto the Hardy Gallery where
tthey practiced gallery etiquette
a
as well as choosing several
o
of their favorite pieces of
a
artwork of which to do their
o
own renditions. They also
w
wrote about why they liked
tthe particular piece of art and
Beth Servais, our summer intern from UW- described the work using terms
Green Bay, works with students participating
and concepts they’d learned in
in the 2010 Art Camp Program.
class.
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2009-2010 Contributions

Annually,

Hardy friends reaffirm their
recognition of the vital role
the Hardy plays in the Door
County community and its
rich visual arts landscape
with financial gifts. While
these gifts can be directed
towards specific programs
meaningful to each donor,
gifts are also given to the
organization to use where
funds are most needed.
Whatever the purpose,
financial gifts to the Hardy
Gallery are deeply appreciated
and are used to continue
our mission of enriching the
vibrancy of our community
by supporting and fostering
Door County’s visual arts and
artists. We applaud & thank
these generous donors who
have made contributions in
the 2009-2010 fiscal year.
GIFTS RECEIVED NOV . 1, 2009

-

OC T . 31, 2010

Karolyn Alexander
Bill and Dulce Anderson
Anonymous
Heidi Atanasov
Bridget Austin
Joan and Larry Balistreri
Suzanne Barnes
Baylake Bank
Anthony and Priscilla Beadell,
Larsen Beadell Foundation
Tom and Penny Beerntsen
Prisca Benson-Fittshur
Jim and Jean Berkenstock
Sally Berner
Tom and Linda Birmingham,
Great Northern by Design
Bev and Bruce Blietz
Mary Brooks
Mark Buehl
George Burr
Paul and Fran Burton
Ken and Mary Bussard
Dave and LaVonne Callsen,
Main Street Market
George and Linda Carey
Wendy Carpenter
Allen and Susan Caucutt
Henri Chomeau IV
Beth Ciesar
Garrett and Myrna Leigh Cohn
Richard and Kit Conner
Dennis Connolly
Karen Cowan
Barbara and Ted Crabb
Curtis Crain

Jim and Carole Crane
Frank Dayton
Christi Decker and Jeff
Johnson, Going Garbage
and Recycling Inc.
Tom and Judy DeMint
Duane and Fran Dickinson
Don and Marianne Diekman
Karl Diekman
Gloria Drummond
Thomas Dukehart
Edgewood Orchard Cookbook
Fund
Salli Eley
June Ellis
Joe and Judy Falout
Robert Fink
Walt Freckmann
Gerry Friedberg
Tim and Marsella Fults
Richard Geudtner
Gibraltar Area Schools/FOG
Ken and Tracy Glasheen
William and Colette
Goldammer
James and Marla Gousseff
Mary and Charles Green
Bill and Jo Guenzel
Mrs. Paul Guenzel
Dave and Carol Hackett
Beverly Hart Branson
Jane Hardy Harris and Loring
Harris Amass
Bob and Bonnie Hartmann
Elizabeth Heller
Barbara and Doug Henderson
Hislop Family Foundation
Dave and Liz Hoffman,
Source Building Services
Joan Holliday, Blacksmith Inn
On The Shore
ITW Foundation
Lucas and Heather Harle
Frykman, Frykman Studio
Gallery
Dale Johnson
Tonya Kehler
Chuck and Carol Keller
Pam Keller
Barb Kenyon
Nancy Keyser
Gretchen Klug
Terrill Knaack
Wes and Cookie Kramlich
Mary Lacy
Jim Leatham
Jerry and Pam Lecy
Mark and Deanna Lecy
Jeffrey and Wendy Lott
Margaret Lott
Doug and Janey MacNeil
Jerome and June Maeder
Richard and Sally Malm
Liz Maltman
James and Carole Maronek,
Silver Poplar Studios, LLC
Greg and Marsha Meissner
Carl and Lorraine Mengert
John M. and Mary Ann Meyer

Jim Mielke
Michele Missner
William Mitchell
Carol Morgan
David and Gail Nelson
Tom and Marcia Nickols
Camilla Nielsen
John and Barb Nordstrom
Christine Ohman
Jeff and Kathy Olson
Marilyn Olson
Pamida Foundation
Barb and Bill Perloff
Dan and Joan Pfister
Penny Pfister
Nancy Prange
Carole Pyle
Robert and Carolyn
Rasmussen
Jim and Ann Reeve
James Rericha
Jean Reynolds
Priscilla Richmond
Gale Ritchey
Bonnie and Jim Rock
George and Kristi
Roenning
Ann M. Rothschild
Mary and Jim Rutter
Bonnie Sandstrom
Maureen Sandstrom-McGrath
Jim and Madeleine Sargent
R.E. and Cynthia Sargent
Gordon and Diane Saron
Steve and Jessica Sauter,
e-Tailer, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Saxton
Bill and Mary Jo Schaars
Bruce and Melinda Anderson
Schaufer
John and Margaret Schmahl
Tony and Barbara Schmeltz
Joe and Sally Schoendorf
Wayne Simmons
Marie Skrobot
Peggy and Michael Smith
Cynthia Stiehl, MMG
Foundation
Jim and Alice Stollenwerk
Michael Surges, Hide Side
Corner Store
Joy Sutton
Charles and Lana Tencate
Lew and Donna Trupin
John and Anne Tuohy
John and Judy Turner
Sheila Turner and Sue Hirsch,
SHT LLC
Julia Van Roo Bresnahan
Deborah Vanden Bloomer
Kathryn Vaughn
Ashton and June Waller
Joe and Liz Wallner
Walmart Foundation
Bonnie Warecki
Mary D. Warner
Frank Weaver
Mrs. Clare Webb
Webber Chiropractic Office
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John Whitney
Robert and Jane Wienke
Shirley and Rob Williams
Henk and Buttons Wolst
Mark Zelten
Nan Zimdars
John and Dorie Zimmerman

MEMORIAL GIFTS:
Peg Foster
Given by K. Yocum
Robert Ekholm
Given by Judi Ekholm
Richard Mueller
Given by Kathy Glasnap
Dawn Marie Mathewson
Given by her mother,
Debra Mielke
Mary Mink Van Roo
Given by Sarah Patterson

HONORARIUM GIFTS:
Elizabeth Meissner-Gigstead
Given by Karen and
Andrew Cook
Peggy Lott
Given by Anne and Dick
Van de Ven

GOODS & GIFTS IN - KIND
Alpine Golf Course
Dan Anderson
Kari Anderson
The Artists Guild, LLC
Jeanne Aurelius
Bridget Austin
Badger Liquor Co.
Ernest Beutel
Donna Brown
Shan Bryan-Hanson
Ken and Mary Bussard
Kirsten Christianson,
Woodwalk Gallery
Pam Clausen
Jan Comstock
Melanie Croke
Jennifer Dahl
Dancing Bear
Lynn DeNamur
Franne Dickinson
Marianne Diekman
John Dietrich
Door County Frame Station
Door County Coffee & Tea Co.
Door County YMCA
Edgewood Orchard Galleries
Judi Ekholm
e-Tailer, Inc.
Ed Fenendael
Egg Harbor Library
Brian Fitzgerald
Tony Gebauer
Gibraltar High School/FOG
John and Elizabeth Gigstead
Lynn Gilchrist
Google, Inc.

Gloria Hardiman
Grandma Tommy’s
Lyn Hale
ALL Hardy Gallery Volunteers
Healy’s Open Door Guesthouse
Aaron Holland
Horseshoe Bay Golf Club
Emmett Johns
Brigitte Kozma
Lyle LaMont
Roberta Larson
Jerry and Pam Lecy
Jennifer Lee
Angela Lensch
Margaret Lockwood
The Log Den
Peggy Lott
Chad Luberger, Plum Bottom
Pottery
Liz Maltman
Meissner Landscape, Inc.
Carl Mengert
Robert Merline
Mill Road Gallery
Jeff Olson
Orchards Golf Course
The Paintbox Gallery
Peninsula School of Art
Charles L. Peterson
Ginny Rebmann
Jim Sargent
Martha Sauter
Savory Spoon Cooking School
Renee Schwaller
Tom Seagard
Bren Sibilsky
Wayne Simmons
Mary Ellen Sisulak
The Spa at Sacred Grounds
Spin
Kathy Stanaszek
Tony Staroska
David Starr
Stonehedge Golf Course,
Jon Oswald
Christine Style
Hermke Timm
Karsten Topelman
Stephanie Trenchard
Donna Lindboe Trupin
Margaret Utzinger
Fran Vail
Wild Tomato
Rob and Shriley Williams
Archelle “Buttons” Wolst
Dorie Zimmerman

Although we do our best to
ensure this list is accurate,
accidents do happen. If we
have inadvertently omitted
your name, please contact us
at (920) 854-2210 so that
we can immediately correct
our records. Thank you!
Cover photo courtesy of Jim
Zellmer © (zmetro.com).

BOARD

OF

DIREC TORS

Jeffrey Olson, President
Egg Harbor
Margaret S. Lott, Past Interim President
Ephraim
Pamela J. Lecy, Vice President
Fish Creek
Jennifer L. Dahl, Secretary
Sister Bay
Kenneth B. Glasheen, Treasurer
Sturgeon Bay
Julia M. Bresnahan
Baileys Harbor
Lyle H. LaMont
Ephraim
Stephen C. Sauter
Ephraim
Kathryn M. Stanaszek
Egg Harbor

S TA F F
Elizabeth Meissner-Gigstead
Executive Director
Melissa J. Ripp
Marketing Consultant

2009-10 S P O N S O R S

NPR NEWS & CLASSICAL: WPNE 89.3 & WHND 89.7
IDEAS: WHID 88.1 & WHDI 91.9
www.wpr.org

ARTISTS GUILD, LLC
920.743.9900
www.artistsguildonline.com

EPHRAIM GUEST HOUSE
920.854.2319
www.ephraimguesthouse.com

PENINSULA MUSIC FESTIVAL
920.854.4060
www.musicfestival.com

BAY BREEZE RESORT
920.854.9066
www.baybreezeresort.com

EPHRAIM SHORES
877.854.2371
www.ephraimshores.com

WILSON’S RESTARAUNT &
ICE CREAM PARLOR
920.854.2041
www.wilsonsicecream.com

EPHRAIM BUSINSESS COUNCIL
920.854.4989
www.ephraim-doorcounty.com

FM 106.9 THE LODGE
920.854.3400
www.fm1069thelodge.com

THE PAINT BOX GALLERY
920.854.4435
paintboxgallery@dcwis.com

Proudly supported in part with funds and in-kind support from

920.854.2210
PO BOX 394
EPHRAIM , WI 54211-0394

Permit # 23
Ephraim, WI
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